Dear colleagues,

We are pleased to launch the Call for Abstracts for the 23rd Paleopathology Association European Meeting. Participate in the meeting by sharing your research with international paleopathology community. Submit your abstract by April 30, 2022.

PPA EM 2022’s central theme is ‘Paleopathology and its impact on medicine and society” and it will focus on the importance of both scientific achievements and public outreach. We invite authors to submit abstracts for podium and poster presentations in the following topics:

- History of paleopathology
- Bone paleopathology
- Soft tissue paleopathology
- Paleoparasitology
- The paleopathology of disability
- Advances in analytical methods
- Ethics in paleopathology
- Paleopathology and the public

As well as presentations and discussions in following symposia:
Exploring Intersections of Diet, Health, and Disease: Approaches to Studying Nutrition in the Past

Paleoimaging: From the Field to the Experimental Lab and Vice Versa

Paleopathology and the Stockholm Paradigm: Past Evidence of Climate Change and Emerging Diseases

These Bones of Mine: Considering Issues on the Display of Human Remains in Museums

The Centenary of Arthur Aufderheide’s Birth (1922 - 2022)

Before submitting an abstract, carefully read the abstract submission guidelines.

Abstract and poster presenters must register and pay registration fees by June 15, 2022. Authors are strongly encouraged to attend the meeting in person to make the most of this vibrant gathering and networking opportunities. However, presenters will also have a possibility to present talks virtually if live participation is not possible.

For further information, please refer to our website: https://www.ppa2022.mf.vu.lt/

On behalf of the Scientific and Organizing Committees
Prof. Rimantas Jankauskas